
Chapter 9: Applying the Competitive Model

 "No more good must be attempted than the public can bear"

 Challenge: "Big Dry" Water Rationing

 Is restricting outdoor water use a better way to reduce overall water consumption

than raising the price of water?

 Welfare refers to the well-being of various groups - consumers & producers

9.1 Zero Profit for Competitive Firms in the Long Run

 Zero Long-Run Profit with Free Entry

 The LR supply curve is horizontal if firms are free to enter, firms have identical

cost, and input prices are constant; all firms at min. LR ATC

 Importantly, zero profit here refers to zero economic profit, which is revenue

minus opportunity costs;

 In fact, these firms are earning positive business profits, which do not include all

opportunity costs

 A profit-maximizing (PM) firm shuts down if it is earning zero LR business profit

 Zero Long-Run Profit When Entry Is Limited

 If supply of an input is limited, firms cannot enter in response to profit opportunity

 However, firms still earn zero economic profits here because bidding for the

scarce output raises its price until the profits are zero

 The rent for land is determined by its opportunity cost: farmers will bid against

each other to rent a piece of land until the rent is driven up to � ∗

 If prices fall, farmers will have SR losses, but the rent price will adjust so that they

earn zero economic profits once again

 Doesn't really matter whether farmers own or rent the land. Opportunity Cost

 Licenses limited by the government in number operate the same way, as does the

price of any fixed factor - fluctuates until profits are zero

 A scare input earns an extra opportunity value - the extra value is called rent

 Rent - a payment to the owner of an input (e.g. land) beyond the minimum

necessary for the factor to be supplied

 If a firm earns SR economic profit due to a scarce input → other firm bid for it →  

price is driven up → all firms earn zero LR profits

 The supply curve in such a market is flat because firms have the same min. LR

ATC

 The Need to Maximize Profit

 "The worst crime against working people is a company which fails to operate at a

profit"

 To survive in a competitive market, a firm must maximize its profit!

 Application: Tiger Woods' Rents

9.7 Comparing Both Types of Policies: Imports

 "Traditionally, most of Australia's imports come from overseas"

 Governments use both shifting S&D curves and wedges to control int'l trade



 With limiting imports, the loss to consumers exceeds the gain to producers

 A gov't of an importing country can use one of four policies:

 Allow Free Trade

 Ban all imports - quota of zero

 Set a positive quota

 Set a tariff (a tax on only imported goods - duty)

 Bans and quotas change the supply curve; tariffs create a wedge between S&D

 Examine US market for crude oil

 Assume zero transportation costs

 Assume supply curve is horizontal at world price - country price taker

 Free Trade Versus a Ban on Imports

 "No country was ever ruined by trade"

 Ban on imports helps producers but harms consumers → producer surplus 

increases but not by enough to offset falling consumer surplus

 Free Trade Versus a Tariff

 "TARIFF, n. A scale of taxes on imports, designed to protect the domestic

producer against the greed of his customers"

 Specific Tariffs - � dollars per unit

 Ad-Valorem Tariff - � percent of the sales price

 If the goods sold were imported, the effect of a tariff in the importing country is

the same as we showed for a sales tax.

 But, since they are only applied to imported goods, they do not affect

equilibrium and raise as much tax revenue as taxes on entire market

 Take a � = $5 tariff per barrel of oil for example

 A country will not import unless the domestic price is at least $5 above the

world price → creates a wedge between the two prices 

 If the foreign supply is horizontal, welfare in the importing country must fall. But

if it is upward-sloping, welfare may rise

 Free Trade Versus a Quota

 The effects of a quota is similar to that of a tariff

 But, now gov't received no revenue → DWL is greater than with a tariff

 Rent-Seeking

 Rent-Seeking - efforts and expenditures to gain a rent or a profit from government

actions

 Big gains for domestic producers from tariffs, quotas → organize and lobby the 

gov't to enact these policies

 Some economists argue that gov't revenues from tariffs are completely offset by

administrative costs and rent-seeking behavior

 Challenge Solution: "Big Dry" Water Rationing


